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Deeper Impact   
In business, leadership & life 

 
Deeper Impact Journey Map & the IMPACT MAGICFESTO 

 

Step 1. Vision 

Step 2. Integrity 

Step 3. Voice 

Step 4. Authentic 

Step 5 Alignment 
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Deeper Impact Journey Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• VISION: Expand into the vision beyond the vision, the vision of the 
vision, the goals, the targets, the plans and actions. 

• INTEGRITY: What are your key themes, focus areas, aims for 
impact how do we align our being and interbeing with our highest 
expression and impact? What are our values and embedded 
ideals? What is our path of personal and purpose mastery? 

• VOICE: Amplifying your influence through intentional design by 
anchoring in your voice, your promise and narrative as a leader 
and the voice, promise and narrative of your company, movement 
or mission - for the ways of impact you promise. 

• AUTHENTIC - What barriers, challenges and other curve balls are 
up for exploration as you chart your way forward expanding in 
your unique brilliance, staying true to you and your mission with 
your theory of transformation and change. 

• ALIGNMENT- We circle back to your Impact Magicfesto and close 
gaps, re align, track, measure, and celebrate what was, what is 
and what highest potentials are becoming as a result of your 
Deeper Impact Journey  
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Who are you NOW and what are you NOW ‘positioned’ to do? 

 
As creator, as receiver, as co-creator, as infinite, multi-dimensional, vital and 
radiant human in a body on our gorgeous mother earth at this time, you are more 
than enough as you are and as you be. Creation did not get you wrong. Ok now 
that we’ve ticked that off and voyaged through the EVOLVE Pillars, you have a 
toolbox to apply to your evolutionary work and deeper impact in business, 
leadership and life. 

We'll be using your DEEPER IMPACT MAGICFESTO to create your personal 
dashboard of vision, goals, plans, values, possibilities, strategies, personal well 
being reminders, learning curiosities, and story magic-festing so that you can 
continue with this as a living Magicfesto updating as you grow, evolve, impact 
and change. Having this dashboard be the place you drop your dreams, your 
visions, your aspirations and alignments, consider it a magic manifesting, 
creation, story keeper portal holding all of your future potential!  

Storytelling is one of the most powerful ways to plant seeds of transformation in 
others until they are ready to sprout and jump on board with your vision. Your 
narrative, you mission or movement, your company's or organizations' narrative, 
inspires and aligns people and spreads those seeds of possibility for your big 
vision beyond the vision to evolve into being now and beyond.  

We are reaching toward our highest potential from higher purpose as quantum 
creators experiencing our most radiant and vitally fulfilling lives of contribution, 
while creating a most beautiful future as ancestors. 

Enjoy this journey and remember, all the tools in your bag for reaching toward 
the highest.   

What we track grows. What we track moves forward. We can track into the 
future. What in-formation do we need from the future, our future selves, to help 
design our impact and goals now to reach our highest potential? Use the 
resources in your Learning Tab in the Magicfesto to explore and expand. 
 
What does the future look like in a world with living systems, nature-based 
companies, unitive consciousness and humans thriving in harmony with 
themselves and nature? What does a future look like with you well, whole and 
fully actualizing your greatest potential from a place of higher purpose?  
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Deeper Impact Magicfesto 

 
As we lovingly craft your DEEPER IMPACT MAGICFESTO we infuse 
aspiration and continue to remember the ‘inner work’ needed to be in 
alignment with our outer impact for coherence with our future potential. 
 
In this journey we will be using the word ‘Tracker’ for two things; Tracking 
through documentation and tracking through a felt sense of knowing 
seeking the answer to a question- or seeking the question itself. Your 
tracking powers will be needed to track into the far future, near future and 
close future to align you with your path of higher purpose. 
 
Oxford Dictionary on Tracking: the maintenance of a constant difference 
in frequency between two or more connected circuits or components / the 
alignment of the wheels of a vehicle. 
 
 
 
 

I     Infinite  

M    Magic 
P    Purpose 
A    Aspiration 
C     Choosing 
T     Timelines 
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Step One: Vision 
 
This visioning module invites you to journey through the two visualizations 
in in the client portal where you are guided to future track visions from 
100, 50 and 10 years out. You then have another guided visualization to 
hold space for your 5, 3 and 1 year visions.  
 
Add your visions to your DEEPER IMPACT MAGICFESTO in the 
IMPACT VISION MAP tab in the left column. All the detail you remember. 
 
Why stretch 100 years? Deeper impact is about actualizing your highest 
potential and our highest potential as a collective. If we’re only solving 
problems from where we already are we’re not tapped into possibility, 
solutions and perceptions that will get us beyond the broken program. 
First we must feel the energy of potential so we may become coherent 
with that energy. 
 
Let’s stretch beyond and activate your muscles to vision what a world in 
harmony with ourselves, each other, nature and the cosmos can be like, 
one that shows we’ve mastered the pillars of evolution, one that helps 
align your purpose, energy and impact. One that is life giving and in 
coherence with evolutionary principles in harmony with the cosmos and 
our potentials to access our true multidimensionality. 
 
Your vision can include your family, future generations, people, 
community, themes you care about, what you’re passionate about, 
universal issues in our world, or how happy and fulfilled you are. There is 
no right or wrong way to do this.  
 
Remember to be mindful of ‘where’ you’re visioning from, which lens?  
 
Bring in your powers of perception that were mastered around the 
Medicine Wheel Journey, South (literal), West (emotional), North 
(mythical soul), East (spirit, oneness, consciousness). 
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'somewhere' – you’re intentionally tapped in to the Field of in-formation 
and you are spontaneously guided.  

  
Your role as a Quantum Creator is to create the container, to mulch the 
soil, and to prepare for intel to come through. As the gardener for this 
cosmic garden, you prepare the beds, you plant your vision, you tend 
your goals, you water your plans and you let go and receive quantum 
outcomes. You trust yourself and you trust in the vision beyond the vision, 
the plan beyond the plan – and your role is to stay in flow. 

 
Vision Exercise: 
 

• Download your VISION JOURNEYBOOK 
• Open, copy, rename and hold on to your IMPACT MAGICFESTO 
• Listen to the short Audio VISION Guide to explain the steps 
• Listen and experience the 100.50.10 Visualization  
• Write as many details as you remember and add to your 

MAGICFESTO (IMPACT VISION MAP tab) 
• Listen to the 5.3.1 Visualization 
• Write as many details as you remember and add to your 

MAGICFESTO (IMPACT VISION MAP tab) 
• Carve out time to work on your 90 Day Goals and Plan 
• Spend time dialing in to your 90 Day 3-4 Big Rocks (goals) and 

creating a plan. You may want to add monthly milestones in the 
plan. 

• Work on your 1, 3, 5 and 10 year Goals 
• Work on a 1 year plan 
• You can continue to come into this tab and flesh out your longer 

term goals and plans as you move through the rest of this Pillar.  
• This step may take a month, more or it may be less depending on 

your time availability. We’re not in a rush. Take your time. 
Prioritize your 90 day goals and plan based on you 1 year vision. 
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